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NEW QUESTION: 1
For this question, select the answer choice containing the terms that correctly complete blanks
A and B in the paragraph below. The FASB mandates that accounting information must exhibit
certain qualitative characteristics. One of these characteristics is ________A________, which
means that a company's financial statements use the same accounting policies and procedures
from one accounting period to the next, unless there is a sound reason for changing a policy or
procedure. Another characteristic is _________B________, which requires a company to
disclose in its financial statements all significant financial information about the company.
A. A = reliability B = materiality
B. A = consistency B = comparability
C. A = reliability B = comparability
D. A = consistency B = materiality
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two statements are true about the Cisco UCS C4200 Rack server and UCS C125 M5
compute node?
(Choose two.)
A. 8 NVIDIA SXM2 V100 32G modules with NVLink interconnect
B. Over 45 TB of storage, with up to six small-form-factor 2.5-inch direct-attached drives per
node
C. AMD EPYC 7000 series processors, with up to 32 cores per socket
D. 2666-MHz DDR4 memory and 24 DIMM slots for up to 3 TB of total memory
E. Optional dual USB ports for increased storage or boot drive capacity
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit. What does this trace indicate?
A. an interrupted call setup
B. a failed call setup
C. a completed call setup
D. a disconnected call
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A vSphere Administrator wants to migrate a virtual machine from a host with an AMD Opteron
CPU to an intel Xeon CPU.
Which method should be used?
A. vMotion
B. Hot Migration
C. Cold Migration
D. Storage vMotion
Answer: C
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